
Hometown or birth place 

Actually I come from Tehran , the capital city of Iran.•
1. Where do you come from? 

I live in a small apartment in Sohrevardi district, downtown Tehran.•
2. Where about in Tehran do you live? 

Well, Tehran is in Northern part of the country in the foot of Alborz mountains. It is very famous for its museums 
and palaces. As the capital of the country it is well-developed with modern infrastructure. Many entertainment 
centers are located in my city, as well as top level universities and modern hospitals.

•
3. Can you tell me something about your hometown? 

There are many palaces and old houses in Tehran. We have also one of the best ski slopes here.  Some famous 
mosques are also located in my city.

•
4. Can you tell me some famous landscapes or scenic spots in your hometown? 

As far as I know, Tehran was founded nearly 250 hundred years ago in Qajar dynasty and was chosen as the capital 
to one the kings' . Since then , and especially during last 50 years, the city has been dramatically expanded.

•
5. Can you tell me some history of your hometown? 

Well, there are many amazing museums and cultural spots in my city which attract lots of tourists every year.•
6.What do you like most about your hometown?

Actually yes, traffic congestions and polluted air are main problems of Tehran which I think need immediate 
action.

•
7.Is there anything you think your city needs to improve?

To be honest, during the last decades there has been considerable improvement in Transport system here, yet not 
adequate.

•
8.Is transportation system well-developed in your city?

As the capital of the country, all kinds of transport means can be found in Tehran ; subway system, buses, taxis, 
and even there are plans to start mono-rail. 

•
9.What types of transport run in your city?

In fact the city is amazing all year round, but the best times would be mid spring and mid fall. The weather is great 
at these times.

•
10.When is the best time of the year to visit your hometown?

Some very useful words and phrases to talk about your city / hometown
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